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AUDIOBOOK 
PRODUCTION 101

Kim Black

kim@kimblack.net

www.kimblackink.com

Where to Start with Audiobooks

Who owns the rights to your book?

Indie Author

Small Press Publishing House

Large Press Publishing House

(check your contract to see if 

you are the RH– Rights Holder)
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What is your budget?

ACX (audiobook creation exchange) has 

multiple ways to pay a producer.

PFH: Producer for Hire/ 

Per Finished Hour

RS: Royalty Share

RS+:Royalty Share + PFH

Per Finished Hour

Paying a producer per finished hour 

is where you’ll find most narrators 

want to start the process.

Be prepared; a SAG/ AFTRA member 

charges $250/hour, minimum.

ACX rates start @$50/ hour.
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Per Finished Hour

An 87,500-word book may run 10+ 

hours for finished production.

That’s an investment of $500 - $3000.

Must consider sales potential, ROI.

Pros: Pay once, split royalties w/ ACX

Cons: You promote your work alone.

Royalty Share

If you decide to offer RS, you won’t 

pay anything upfront, but you will 

split your portion of royalties with 

your narrator/producer. 

(20%/ 20%/ 60% ACX)

Pros: Narrator helps you promote

Cons: Less-experienced Narrators
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Royalty Share Plus

Many narrators prefer RS+ because 

they get an upfront fee to cover 

their costs, as well as residuals.

They may negotiate a lower PFH if 

you offer RS as part of the deal.

Pros: They help promote your book.

Cons: Must split royalties.

What is the first step?

Create a profile for yourself.

Set up your contact information, 

bank account, etc.

Fill out the questionnaire for what 

kind of voice you’re looking for.
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What is the first step?

Create a profile for your book.

Cover art, blurb, pitch, etc.

Decide on your budget.

Offer details narrators need to know.
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What is the first step?

Browse Producers, request

auditions from producers. (opt.)

Next?

Open your book up for auditions.

Check often for ACX emails.

Listen to auditions critically.
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Next?

Offer feedback if requested, 

especially if you think “they’re 

the one.”

Make an offer; sign a contract.
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Whoo hoo! Now what?

Send a PDF of your book, as 

published.

Send notes about each character.

Age, accent, attitude, attributes.

Do you have a “dream cast?”

Include important details that 

may come up later in book.
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Now I wait?

Your narrator will produce “the first 

fifteen minutes” and upload that 

for your review and approval.

This is when you let them know if 

they’re on track/need direction.

Now is the time to adjust artistically.
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After you approve the first 15?

At this point your narrator: 

Records (cost of equipment/ studio fees)

Edits (cost of software/ time to learn)

Proofs (time to listen/ fees for service)

Corrects (more time to re-record)

Masters (cost of software/ time to learn)

How long does it take?

Communication is Key!

Encourage your narrator to 

check in with any delays.

Have them ask questions.

Hint: Life happens to narrators just like 

to you. 

Offer grace when you can!
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ACX Message Board:

You’ll use this to communicate and 

mark milestones. This is how ACX 

keeps track of your progress.

Almost done?

When your narrator is finished, they 

will upload your book to ACX.

You will get an email prompting you 

to approve each file.

LISTEN all the way through, with a 

copy of your book, checking for 

mistakes.
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What if there’s a mistake?

Now is the time for technical 

corrections.

Wrong words, wrong pronunciations, 

weird background sounds, etc.

Listen again to be sure. You can only 

request changes twice. Be sure!
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Are we there yet?

Once the final book is uploaded by 

the narrator and approved by 

you, it goes through ACX QC-

quality control.

They will fine-tooth-comb it.

They’ll kick it back to narrator to fix.

May take up to 30 days.
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Time to celebrate!

When it’s got ACX QC approval, your 

book will be made available for 

purchase! (Amazon, Audible, iTunes)

ACX will set the price, based on 

length of book.

You (and maybe your producer) will 

receive promotion codes.
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Narrator Wish List:

Read your book out loud– a lot– to 

eliminate hard-to-say words and 

phrases.

Use as few attribution tags as possible 

while still being clear about who 

is speaking.

Write authentic-sounding dialog.
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Narrator Wish List:

Put yourself in the narrator’s shoes.

Don’t surprise your narrator with a 

character trait that is mentioned 

on page 250 but affects how 

they sound from page one.

A 10-hour book may take 100+ hours 

to professionally produce.

Narrated by
Lilian Wouters
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